


The Platform
What’s ArtecRobo 2.  ?

ArtecRobo 2.0 is Artec’s next-generation programming 
education platform. It’s composed of three parts: Artec 
Blocks, hardware parts, and beginner-friendly Scratch 

3.0-based software!



Simple shapes, complex 
creations.                         
are 2 x 2 cm cubes which 
connect on any side: 
horizontally, vertically, or 
even diagonally!

Artec Blocks™
What’s ArtecRobo 2.  ?



The Math
What’s ArtecRobo 2.  ?

Every cube has one connecting stud and 15 openings, letting 

you connect two cubes in 60 different ways!

Standard Bricks™

24 ways     3 ways



The Core Unit

Programmable right out of 
the box, the Studuino:bit
Core Unit is the heart of 
ArtecRobo 2.0. This ESP32 
microcontroller comes 
equipped with a 5 x 5 LED 
Matrix, sensors, buttons, 
and native WiFi + 
Bluetooth support!

What’s ArtecRobo 2.  ?



The Robot Expansion Unit

The first of many 
expansion units, simply 
slide your Core Unit into 
the Robot Expansion Unit 
to start building and 
programming robots 
using your favorite

parts!

What’s ArtecRobo 2.  ?



The Specs

What’s ArtecRobo 2.  ?



The Software

Our Studuino:bit programming environment is an evolution of Scratch 3.0, 
allowing you to switch between beginner-friendly block programming and 
advanced Python coding in an instant on Windows, Mac OS X, ChromeOS, iOS, 
and Android!

What’s ArtecRobo 2.  ?



What’s                 ?
The Concept

Game Maker lets you pump, paddle, strum, and shoot 
your way through over 20 amazing games right out of the 

box!



The Content
What’s                 ?

Games of skill, games 
of chance, Game 
Maker comes ready 
with fully illustrated 
guides and programs 
ready for you to play, 
mod, and take 
inspiration from as you 
create games of your 
own!



The Content

The kit comes with everything 
you need to start your 
adventure, including a 
Studuino:bit, Robot Expansion 
Unit, DC Motor, Servomotor, IR 
Photoreflector, Touch Sensor, 
and a whole bunch of blocks!

Touch Sensor

ServomotorDC
Motor

Robot Expansion Unit IR PhotoreflectorStuduino:bit

What’s                 ?



Game and game again with

http://www.youtube.com/user/ArtecCoLtdEn
https://www.facebook.com/artec.international/
mailto:aaron@artec-kk.co.jp?subject=Get%20Gaming
https://www.instagram.com/arteckokusai/

